Complaints against renovation yet homeless

Mike Bondi

Reports of the misuse of funds for renovating the Chancellor's new residence have not been substantiated, the Current has learned. An investigation, still underway, was prompted by allegations made anonymously. "A lot of faculty are saying, 'They're building the chancellor's house.'" said the head of one branch of the university's library. "The workers at the Chancellor's house are being told to account for their time on other buildings because they're spending so much money on time and labor — on the Chancellor's house." The allegations have been verified so far. The above source stated, "All of my information is second-hand."

The electrical system in the new house is being replaced. Lead man of one of the electrical crews said that none of his men knew exactly what they were elsewhere when at work on the Chancellor's residence. "There is nothing unusual going on there," said Paul Tucker, electrical foreman. "It's an old house for the type of entertainment you expect a Chancellor to have you expect a real nice house. It's got to be able to handle 4300 square feet. Since it's old it needs renovation," he said. The house is forty-two years old.

"The men are in and out at the Chancellor's house. Some may be there all day," Elsae said. The last new project undertaken by the grounds crew was the installation of the electrical system.

"Before they put in the new-air-conditioning," said Elsae, "there were areas that were totally financed by parking fees. That's why we have the parking lots cleared off fast."

In addition to shoveling snow, the grounds crew, which is being totally financed by parking fees will also be used by the grounds crew to repair parking lots, Elsae said.

The three grounds crew men who were interviewed by the Current are not impressed with the new grader which they dismiss as a "limerick." "The money could have been better spent. We could have used just about anything but a road grader," one member remarked. They all felt the money could have been better invested in a new dump truck.

"A dump truck with a blade," one member said, "does a lot better job of shoveling the snow." Elsae said a cement mixer vehicle would do the superior job scraping the parking areas clear of snow until the grader has been used more. At present physical plant possesses one truck which is a dump truck with a detachable blade.

One of the major complaints voiced against the grader by the grounds crew was its lack of versatility. A dump truck can be used for many jobs year-round. "A better job of shoveling the snow," one groundsman said, "The road grinder will be used if there would be other changes in the exterior of the residence. "I know they're going to have a circular driveway," he said. "They submitted the plans to the two weeks ago. They frown on road parking (in Bellevue Acres). The Chancellor's going to have a lot of visitors, and they'll need a place to park." The driveway was the only exterior change Rehmemeyer was used. The university's grounds crew does clean up work at the site. Foreman for one of the crew said, "You know, we have some chronic complainers. You'll always have those. Some people just gripe a lot. The only thing I can see is that they might say, 'Why is so much being spent on this one man's house when we still get the same pay?'"

"But, when you take this job, you know what the pay is, and you know what the hours are. So to my mind, it doesn't do any good to complain. If you don't like it you shouldn't have put your hand into it."

Elsae stated similar views. "The only complaint I could see people making is, 'How come some can't be put to other use?'" Students did not make complaints, she quoted. Most complaints were made by faculty and staff, including members of the grounds crew.

"The entrance hall to the house has natural brick going up the staircase," the same source said, "Mrs. Grobman didn't like it, so they brought in an outside contractor to plaster over so they could paint it."

As an investigator inside the new house showed no brick on the staircase wall, Bill Amann, supervisor of the carpenters and painters, said that outside contractors were hired only when a job could not be done by university personnel. He cited the example of an outside contractor being hired if branches needed to be removed from any trees surrounding the house.

The anonymous source made other allegations. "They ripped up the bathroom tile to replace it with another kind because it didn't match the wallpaper," she said, the decision to replace the tile was made by Mrs. Grobman, the source continued.

"There are no un-called for renovations," said John Perry, vice chancellor for administrative services. "They tore up the old tile to get to the plumbing. We are just trying to keep it as new as we have to." A new sink was put in another room, he said, and the only available route to the new area was through the bathroom. It was not determined whether the bathroom was upstairs or downstairs.

"Artwork was not approved by the Board of Curators. The Board of Curators," said Perry. "It was an anonymous gift that was the cause. It can't be used for anything else. It's a fixed amount."

"There is air-conditioning, a new kitchen, some painting and redecorating. There will probably be no carpets in the new house. The Chancellor will use most of his own furnishing from the old house."

"They ripped up the carpet upstairs, sanded the floors, and"

Historian initiates campus photography events

INSTANT SPRING: Legendary St. Louis weather strikes again. Students walk to classes through the beauty left behind by an ice storm last week (above), not dreaming that they would be huddled in the warmth of 79 degree weather four days later. (Photo by Romando Davis)

Historian initiates campus photography events

Tucker imagines that support from the national and state agencies for this has been generated by their awareness of a general interest in photography today and that the impetus for this was happening in the field of photography in the St. Louis community.

Any student interested in being part of the teams who will carry the photos to be judged should contact Jean Tucker in writing by March 15 at the Center for Metropolitan Studies.

The courses being offered this semester are: figure drawing, by Kim Fu, caving and rappelling, by Hartha Yoga, pulp literatures, music theory, business statistics, transpersonal awareness, transformation workshop, by First Aid, Eckankar and the Center Council. Registration forms can be done at the Information Desk or at the Office of Student Services, 6000 University Blvd., Suite 220.
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Critics level

"$19,000 grader"

Tyna O'Shaughnessy

UMSL has a new road grader. It's bright yellow, shovels snow and costs the university $19,000.

The purchase of the slightly used road grader was necessitated by the university's snow day policy, according to Paul Elsae, physical plant superintendent. The policy states that school will open each day despite any accumulations of snow or ice. Because of this new grinder

UMSL has a new road grader. It's bright yellow, shovels snow and costs the university $19,000.

The purchase of the slightly used road grader was necessitated by the university's snow day policy, according to Paul Elsae, physical plant superintendent. The policy states that school will open each day despite any accumulations of snow or ice. Because of this new grinder "we have to get the parking lots cleared off fast."

In addition to shoveling snow, the grader, which is being totally financed by parking fees will also be used by the grounds crew to repair parking lots, Elsae said.

The three grounds crew men who were interviewed by the Current are not impressed with the road grader which they dismiss as a "limerick." "The money could have been better spent. We could have used just about anything but a road grader," one member noted. They all felt the money could have been better invested in a new dump truck.

"A dump truck with a blade," one member said, "does a lot better job of shoveling the snow." Elsae said a cement mixer vehicle would do the superior job scraping the parking areas clear of snow until the grader has been used more. At present physical plant possesses one truck which is a dump truck with a detachable blade.

One of the major complaints voiced against the grader by the grounds crew was its lack of versatility. A dump truck can be used for many jobs year-round. "A better job of shoveling the snow," one groundsman said, "The road grinder will be used if..."
**Complaints homeless**

(continued from page 1)

Refinished them," he said. There has not been any complaint or problem with wallpaper or tile.

"That carpet upstairs was in bad shape," said Ammen. "It was all frayed and worn."

The anonymous source said that the sanding and refinishing of the floors was uncompleted, but that there were plans for carpeting to be put in. "This was after they had sanded the floors," she said. "And now that they know this story (will come out) they probably won't do it."

"It is a major work (renovating the house)," Perry said. "I don't expect the people in the physical plant to agree or disagree with the project. I think the people who live in the house should decide what color paint should be used, for instance."

Money allocated for the renovations has not been used up yet, said Perry. When the funds are exhausted, the university would go back to the Board of Curators for approval to allocate more funds from the same source.

"This was all made public in a university newsletter last summer," Perry said. "We'd have to decide if more of the (original) gift could be used. The Chancellors needs a fine house to entertain in. That's what's going to put UMSL on the map."

Information on the source of funds for the renovation was published last July in the "UMSL News". Costs for improvements at the new residence were estimated at $37,000. The difference between the selling price of the old residence (421 Bellerive Acres) and the purchase price plus improvements of the new one (49 Bellerive Acres) would be financed by a private, anonymous donor.

Perry said there is more than the estimated $2,700 set aside for the renovations.

---

**ENGLISH/FOREIGN LANGUAGE MAJORS**

Help in Guarani textbook translation in Paraguay, or teach English in the E. Caribbean, in Chad or in many other countries.


---

"LEMON!" A $15,000 road grader sits inactive, criticized by the physical plant crew as being ineffective. A dump truck would have been more versatile, the crew said. (Photo by Romondos Davis)

**Grounds crew criticizes grader**

(continued from page 1)

They have to build a road otherwise it will just sit there," Elsea was unable to estimate how many times the grader could not have been purchased through the parking fee fund, Elsea said.

"We could not have justified the dump truck expenditure because it would be used in other areas of the campus in addition to the parking lots." The money could not have been withdrawn from the university's transportation account because there was barely enough money for a new patrol car or could physical plant's equipment and expense account have absorbed the cost.

The grounds crew also suggested that the money could have been used to upgrade and add to physical plant's equipment which they say is deteriorating. Elsea replied that the grounds crew does not know the "full story" behind plant purchases and the grounds crew is "not that ill-equipped.

---

**T-SHIRTS**

Almost 150 different designs to select from. Silk-screen printed on 100% cotton shirts which come in assorted colors. Designs from Aerosmith to Frank Zappa with dozens in between. These shirts are in small, medium and large sizes. Normal $4.00 retail sellers, yours for only $3.00 each postpaid. Free shirts fully $11.00 postpaid. Send $2.25 for complete illustrated catalog.

---

**It could be you! SIX FLAGS '76 talent auditions**

Singers, dancers, comedians, instrumentalists, groups, specialty acts—begin your career as an entertainer with one of America's most popular family fun parks—Six Flags Over Georgia, Six Flags Over Texas, Six Flags Over Mid-America and AstroWorld. Our permanent standard is that you be good at what you do...no matter what you do. Don't ruin this opportunity to audition for our all-new 1976 season of shows. For complete information and audition schedule, pick up a Six Flags Audition Brochure at your Student Placement Office.

---

**For Your Valentine**

*For the cost of candy or flowers, you can give your loved ones (or yourself)! PARALYZER, an assistent chemical defense weapon that will provide an extremely effective means to defend ones' Right To Life."

*The PARALYZER has been editorialized on NBC and CBS in major newspapers and national magazines, as a precision protective instrument that will instantly stop even a 300 lb. man, up to 50 ft. away in five minutes, including individuals under the influence of alcohol and/or narcotics.*

*Fire 63, one second blasts fast, simple, easy to use. will not affect user causes no permanent injury.*

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK.

PARALYZER Box 5953 St.Louis, Mo. 63132

Send me PARALYZERS at $4.95 each plus 50 cents handling and shipping.

Check or Money order enclosed

Bill to: [ ] BankAmericard [ ] Master Charge

Credit Card Number

Expires:

Name:

Address:

City, State, Zip:

ACTUAL SIZE

---
The incomparable British jazz thrush, Cleo Laine, a treat for anybody’s tired old ears, will be heading our way soon. She’s booked for a concert March 24 at Powell Symphony Hall for the benefit of the University of Missouri-St. Louis performing arts. Her husband, John Dankworth, another luminous figure in British jazz circles, will be there, too, as her accompanist.

Miss Laine’s repertoire is wide-ranging, from show tunes by Gershwin, Porter et al. to jazz classics and Shakespearean sonnets, poetry by T.S. Eliot and W.H. Auden, set to music, jazz style, by Dankworth.

The Laine-Dankworth debut concert here in 1973 at UMSL packed ‘em in, so you’d better be seeing about tickets in the very near future. They’ll go on public sale March 1, but in the meantime you can get ticket reservations info by calling UMSL at 453-5148.

Brock Peters is familiar to movie audiences for his roles in numerous films including “Porgy and Bess,” “To Kill a Mockingbird,” “The L-Shaped Room,” “Heavens Above,” “The Pawnbroker,” “Black Girl” and most recently the American Film Theatre production of “Lost in the Stars.” His stage credits include “Othello,” “Porgy and Bess,” “King of the Dark Chambers,” “The Great White Hope” and the 1973 Broadway production of “Lost in the Stars” for which he received a Tony Award nomination. He has appeared in numerous television shows and was recently co-producer of the successful film “Five on the Black Hand Side.” Mr. Peters is the co-founder and Board Chairman of the Dance Theatre of Harlem.

Tickets: $2.00 UMSL students
$3.00 UMSL faculty and staff
$4.00 general public

Advance ticket sales at the information desk in the University Center.
**EDITORIALS**

**Indirect feedback cause of freedom of press dilemma**

In the Dec. 4, 1976 issue of the Current, an ad was not run which had raised several eyebrows. It now seems important to consider. The Current assumed that the ad, which was for the "Stimula" condom manufactured by Stamford Hygienics, would cause slight controversy. However, reaction was, to say the least, different than that expected.

The formal complaints which the Current received amounted to two phone calls on the morning following publication. Each caller was urged to submit his complaint as a letter to the editor, and each caller claimed to have such plans. Neither letter was ever received, and the Current heard no more direct complaints; other than a few passing remonstrances by friends of staff members.

Approximately six weeks later, indirect feedback was received by means of communication with Ellie Chapman, chairperson of the Senate Publications Committee. Chapman was calling a meeting of this committee to discuss the Current's advertising policies. Chapman explained that she had been under pressure to do so by Student Body President Randy Klock, who reportedly was representing "quite a few students" protesting this ad.

It is this indirect response to the ad which raises the most questions which need; the Current feels to be cleared up. Left uncertain, for example, in such indirect complaint are their underlying reasons. It is impossible to determine whether the ad was found objectionable for seemingly poor feedback or as a source of indirect feedback of indirectly linked complaints.

The Current presently has no plans to discontinue advertising of this type. Yet this is not to say that the situation could not change; the policy is not inflexible. Formal, reasonable complaints will always be considered in such matters.

The announcement of such flexibility is the cause of a dilemma, through potential misinterpretation. It should be emphasized that the Current is not encouraging complaints in this issue. Neither is it saying that the Current will alter its editorial content for the sake of pleasing its readers. The Current will not be censored in any form.

The Current feels that ads of this type are reasonably suitable for the eyes of university-level readers, and it is confident that a majority of readers will agree, or will value the right to print it more than objections against it. Yet it is important to emphasize that the Current values direct feedback, pro or con, from the readers who indeed partially subsidize it, and who have a voice which should be heard.

---

**LETTERS**

**Letters condemn Taschinger, Current and 'illicit breathing' commentary**

Dear Editor,

This letter is to be taken as a complaint against the article in question. The ad, I am sure you have seen, was published last Wednesday. It is a "commentary" on the op-ed page.

While I am a Roman Catholic I think I can say fairly that I am not protesting on account of God. I hold no objections to religious humor as such. Jokes about the history, shortcomings or customs of the Catholic faith or of any religious grammar, I find interesting and often funny.

But this is not to say that they are appropriate for publication in a campus newspaper.

It is one thing to attempt a thoughtful satire, to point up real failings and weaknesses; it is quite another thing to make a shallow and under-reasoned sort of parody without any sort of logical justification. The writer Thomas Taschinger has done.

And such distinction are apparently lost on him.

It is one thing to exercise wit or cleverness in the self-deprecating, gently write the most vulgar kind of losers' comedy is quite another thing.

To print such a space filler as this week's ad is to worship, with your "commentary" headlined "Illicit Breathing", is to attempt at good journalistic form.

Curtain of Taschinger's jokes were, to my own mind, rather funny—but not many. Even such an issue could not tolerate a whole page of this sort of stuff.

I have raised no question of sacrilege here, as I hope you have noticed. Such a word as Taschinger's would be just as grossly inappropriate if he had simply written a parody with sexual innuendo.

The beliefs of any group religious or otherwise do not make a fact subject for such "satire" as this outside of a propaganda bulletin.

As you are doubtlessly aware, majority of the students had Catholic upbringing. I suggest that in the future should someone here feel a need to engage in such a practice to avoid even a attempt to engage in such a practice to avoid even a attempt at good journalistic form.

Name Withheld

---

**Next week's edition**

**Letters condemn Taschinger**

Dear Editor,

This letter is to be taken as a complaint against the article in question. The ad, I am sure you have seen, was published last Wednesday. It is a "commentary" on the op-ed page.

While I am a Roman Catholic I think I can say fairly that I am not protesting on account of God. I hold no objections to religious humor as such. Jokes about the history, shortcomings or customs of the Catholic faith or of any religious grammar, I find interesting and often funny.

But this is not to say that they are appropriate for publication in a campus newspaper.

It is one thing to attempt a thoughtful satire, to point up real failings and weaknesses; it is quite another thing to make a shallow and under-reasoned sort of parody without any sort of logical justification. The writer Thomas Taschinger has done.

And such distinction are apparently lost on him.

It is one thing to exercise wit or cleverness in the self-deprecating, gently write the most vulgar kind of losers' comedy is quite another thing.

To print such a space filler as this week's ad is to worship, with your "commentary" headlined "Illicit Breathing", is to attempt at good journalistic form.

Curtain of Taschinger's jokes were, to my own mind, rather funny—but not many. Even such an issue could not tolerate a whole page of this sort of stuff.

I have raised no question of sacrilege here, as I hope you have noticed. Such a word as Taschinger's would be just as grossly inappropriate if he had simply written a parody with sexual innuendo.

The beliefs of any group religious or otherwise do not make a fact subject for such "satire" as this outside of a propaganda bulletin.

As you are doubtlessly aware, majority of the students had Catholic upbringing. I suggest that in the future should someone here feel a need to engage in such a practice to avoid even a attempt at good journalistic form.

Name Withheld
Dear Editor:

The Missouri we only managing to be faithful, bigoted piece of sloppy, third-rate journalism that it has ever been to read in the form of Thomas Taschinger's commentary titled "Ban of Illicit Breathing is Papal Document" on its pages.

I found Thomas Taschinger's "Commissary" of the brilliant Catholic Church, but this kind of third-rate journalism that it has been to read is disgraceful, unforgivable.

Taschinger for the brilliant Catholic Church, but this kind of third-rate journalism that it has been to read is disgraceful, unforgivable.
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Happy Valentine's Day
to Candy Sweet
Janet Rose Cobbs
from
James Stringfellow
Feb. 14, 1976

To love is to place one's happiness in the happiness of another.
I love you.
Happy Valentine's Day!

Joe M'Henna
LOVES
Adam Smith

Schatz,
"...aus zwei Saiten eine Stimme..."
Ich liebe dich.
Hotdog

Happy Valentine's Day Batch
With Love Always,
Smookey

To Gary
With all my love
Nancy

Nancy,
Thank you for five wonderful years. (Happy Valentine's Day and Happy Anniversary.)

...Much love
Gary

R.E.--

You're still my bestest friend.
---R.E.

HELP WANTED
PART TIME AND FULL TIME WAITERS, ASSISTANT WAITERS, WAITRESSES AND BUSSESS.
DAYS 11:00 TO 2:00, NIGHTS 4:00 TO 11:30. COCKTAIL WAITRESS, DAYS ONLY. SALARY Varies.
DOWNTOWN ST. LOUIS. CALL 241-3700 FOR INTERVIEW.

The Crest House

YOU ARE INVITED TO THE
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE TALK
'Who Is Making Your Decisions?'
by Edward C. Williams
Room 121 J.C. Penney
12:40 Feb. 18

Sponsored by the
Christian Science Organization

A wedding is a special occasion.
Remember it with pictures.

Kenneth Henderson Photography
by appointment
phone 839-8768

HELP WANTED
PART TIME AND FULL TIME WAITERS, ASSISTANT WAITERS, WAITRESSES AND BUSSESS.
DAYS 11:00 TO 2:00, NIGHTS 4:00 TO 11:30. COCKTAIL WAITRESS, DAYS ONLY. SALARY Varies.
DOWNTOWN ST. LOUIS. CALL 241-3700 FOR INTERVIEW.

The Crest House

YOU ARE INVITED TO THE
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE TALK
'Who Is Making Your Decisions?'
by Edward C. Williams
Room 121 J.C. Penney
12:40 Feb. 18

Sponsored by the
Christian Science Organization
Hi Beep
Happy Valentine's Day
I love ya Beep
Guess Who? (Rosebuddy)

In aiming to please
the lovely DZ's
And flipping our wigs
over all Beta Sig's
To say we love you
to Alpha Xi's too.
The brothers of TKI say
Happy Valentine's Day.

Roses are red,
Etcetera, etcetera
Since I've met you, Julie
My life has been better.

Love,
Paul (The Poet)

Molly:
There's much to be said for free and
natural. And for truth. Happy V.D. -- and
thanks.

**

Brenda,
Waldo...
The sky is blue
The grass is green
What a beautiful day
October 22 will be!

Love,
Buckwheat

Happy Valentine's Day
Ellice and Pam

Roses are red
The eagle is a bird
Your name is Michael Rose
And you be a big bird

Love,
Sue

Elaine,
If love is patient
then surely we are there.

Love,
Mark

DEB,
as you can see I've relaxed my
ban on public displays of
affection. Happily and with
much love.

(Happy Valentine's Day)

Marcus

To my Love...
You are the
living end!

Happy Valentine's Day.

To The Poet:
Thank you for showing me O'Ryan and
poems and I say and lots of tiny bugs. Love
you today and for all your tomorrows.

As ever,
Suz

Nancy O.,
Will you marry me?

Love,
Bill G.

Happy Valentine's Day
to our sweethearts on the bus,
"the Sweathogs!"

Tina & Nancy
The Siciliani's

---

SKILLS

Developmental Math
Math Labs
Tutoring

REAL ESTATE SALES PEOPLE WANTED WILL TRAIN
Full or part time
21 and over

FREE SUNTAN
... just take a trip to Acapulco.
Prices begin from $299 per person,
based on two people sharing a double
room, includes tax, 7 nights hotel,
and airfare.

What are you waiting for?
Dooley travel service

---

METROPOLITAN LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
is expanding its sales force and for
persons with the proper quali-
cations we offer an excellent
career in management and sales.
Extensive professional training
programs are offered with a
starting salary of over $10,000 per year.
Should you be interested in
discussing this opportunity -- write
or phone:

William Butler,
Sales Manager
814 First Capital Drive
St. Charles, Mo.
724-7194
946-6403
An Equal Opportunity Employer

FOR SALE
1976 Datsun Nissan Patrol Jeep,
4-wheel drive - 6 passenger
hardtop. Many extras, New
transmission. Make offer.
869-0082.

BUSINESS MAJORS
Be a small business ad-
viser in Kenya or El
Salvador; teach marketing
in Malaysia; many more
specific opportunities await
you in Peace Corps. Come
to see how recruitment has
changed. Srs./grads sign
for an interview today!
Recruiters at the Place-
ment Office Feb. 17-18
Students receive credit by campaigning

Rory Riddle

Candidates are off and running in the 1976 elections and UMSL students are participating at every level and in a few are even getting college credit for making the candidate of their choice.

Seven students are getting credit in the political science internship program. Denise Mandle is getting three hours credit working in the re-election campaign of State Representative Francis Braday in the 63rd District.

"My candidate is finishing the term he won in a special election. In that election I worked the polls and he wanted me to work in this one," Denise explained.

"I wanted to find out what a campaigning is about and what my state representative district is like." Denise will be targeting the district and doing public relations and polling work for Representative Braday. "I can't speak for all candidates or campaigns, but I know that Rep. Braday is looking for young people and the fresh ideas they bring," Denise added.

Freshman Tom Klevorn isn't in the internship program, but he is working just as hard for his candidate for president, Eugene McCarthy. An area coordinator for McCarthy gave Tom a survey with the issues of all the presidential candidates. Tom picked McCarthy on the basis of the issues without knowing who the candidate was. When he found out Tom read some more of the candidate's literature and decided to volunteer his time.

"I've been interested in politics since high school and in 1972 II worked for McGovern in St. Louis and put up with the abuse from Nixon supporters. Besides that, I became disillusioned. I felt like people were just being told what to believe," said Tom.

"I think McCarthy is a great leader. I am doing what I can to try to make a dent in the system. Part of that work Tom Klevorn is doing includes the publicity and advance work for a visit to St. Louis by Eugene McCarthy next week.

One of the other reasons Tom is working for McCarthy is that he is running as an independent not affiliated with the Democratic or Republican parties. The partisan conflicts between the branches of government would be reduced."

A student doesn't have to be in political science to get involved. Pat VanHoe is getting three hours of credit in general studies research in business for her work in the 9th Congressional District campaign of Ken Maurer.

"Mau-er and McCarron have been electing the Young Progressive candidate. 'Ken Maurer wasn't a typical candidate. He wasn't a lawyer or politician and he had great respect for young people and the influence they have in election," Pat commented.

"I have been doing much of the scheduling in the campaign. The committees in the twenty counties of the 9th Congressional District. In March I'll take over the operations of the campaign. I am doing what I can to be the office manager during the day while attending UMSL at night."

On the Republican side Paul Degregorio, a junior at UMSL, tells the political job with the most responsibilities. He is going to manage the "John Ashcroft for Attorney General" campaign.

Paul is no stranger in politics. He stated with the Bond and Carnahan races in 1970. In 1972 he was South St. Louis coordinator in the Bond for Governor race and in 1974 worked in the first John Ashcroft statewide campaign.

Paul is also working to become a President Ford delegate to the 1976 Republican Convention in Kansas City. He is already President of the St. Louis City Young Republicans, and serves on the Republican State Spirit of '76 Committee involved in educating the voters on the Republican Party Delegate Selection Process.

"I am hoping that 1976 will be another 1972 with hundreds of young people involving themselves in the political process," Degregorio added. "Besides the serious work of electing good candidates to public office there is also a lot of fun. Several of us traveled to Kansas City last weekend for the annual Lincoln Day gathering."

To help students who are interested in political campaigns and the study of political science. a new club is being formed at UMSL. Associate Professor Fred Pearson conducted the organizational meeting of the group Thursday and says one function of the group will probably be to invite and sponsor guest speakers to the UMSL campus from politics and government.

Other students currently working in campaigns include Jim Pauly, Kathy Vesperman and Art Ziegler, all interns with the Birch Bayh for President campaign. They are working under state campaign coordinator Scott Carlson in Senator Bayh's effort to elect delegates committed to him from Missouri.

Missouri is the largest caucus state and very important to the campaigns of several Democratic hopefuls. Students are helping to identify Democrats who will be attending ward and township caucuses next April and swaying them to their candidate.

SOPHOMORE John Homan of UMSL could be the St. Louis or 2nd District Youth Coordinator in the Jack Schraunrn for Congress campaign. And juniors Kevin Kelly and Tom Anaskich will be joining Degregorio in the John Ashcroft campaign in terms.

To get started in a campaign a student has to do is call and write the right people. The sky is the limit on what young people can do. The era of the new politics has arrived and there is plenty of work for everybody who cares about the type of government and the quality of leadership we have in this state and nation.

CAMPAIGNING ON CAMPUS: Paul Degregorio is one of the many UMSL students involved in political campaigns. Above he speaks to a group of students gathered in the University Center lounge about his campaign for Attorney General, John Ashcroft. [Photo by Henry Kuechenmeister]

"Magnificent entertainment, sumptuous, lush, gorgeous, thrilling, haunting...transporting the viewer into a world of long ago, and creating the kind of magic few movies accomplish..."

Rex Reed, Syndicated Columnist

Shoe Rack

DISCOUNT PRICES QUALITY SHOES

The Campus Action!

$10.50

★ Blue Suede
★ Brown Suede
★ Tan Suede

69 NORMANDY SHOPPING CENTER

Hours: MONDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY 9-8:30 PM
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, SATURDAY 9-5:00 PM

"We guarantee everything we sell!"

"Best Film of the Year"

India

STANLEY KUBRICK

STARRING: RYAN O'NEAL, MARIJA BERENSON

NOW SHOWING: ESQUIRE 1

781-3300
6706 Clayton Rd.
The Performing Arts & Cultural Events Committee presents

The Bohem Quintette
Snare Drum \ Flute \ Oboe \ Clarinet \ Horn \ Bassoon

The Bohem Quintette formed in 1968 for the purpose of performing wind chamber music. Since then the group has toured the U.S. and performed at both the Carnegie Recital Hall and Alice Tully Hall in Lincoln Center.

These young musicians have developed a varied and unique repertory. A major part of their work is based on a program of original compositions and their concerts have included both the U.S. and world premieres of several compositions. Their program at UMSL will include works by Bach, Beethoven, Joseph Foerster and Alvin Eiter.

The purpose of the CAG, the organizing arm of Nader's Public Citizen group, she continued, "is to give people all over the country the tools, skills, and techniques necessary to probe the various local consumer issues, from a comparative analysis of funeral homes in Maine to a land use and sewer construction study in Oregon. When people scream "I can't stand it anymore, this is outrageous, what can I do?" then it's high time a local CAG group was established."

Over 150 campuses in 20 states have Public Interest Research Groups, cornerstones in the Nader empire connecting college students with community consumer issues. Lastly the Litigation Group handles the laws and courtroom struggle of these main agencies and several lesser ones.

President Nixon and the big wealthy and corporations. The government and the big business establishment have been organized for decades advocating the interests of the wealthy and corporations. The consumer movement is a countervailing force to that."

Don't just go overseas - live overseas Don't just look - become involved
Peace Corps Recruiters at the Placement Office, Feb. 17-18 Seniors / Grads - sign up for an interview today

Try our
Monteith Summer
Steak n' Salad
A flavor-luscious USDA Choice steak. Chilled redbone chicken. Heaping mound of crisp garden salad with your choice of dressing. All for $1.99
702 S. Florissant Ferguson, Mo. 521-0057
Thursday

GALLERY 210: Ansel Adams' photographic collections will be exhibited in room 210 Lucas Hall through Feb. 23. It is free and open to the public from 10 am until 5 pm Monday, Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays; 10 am until 7:30 pm on Tuesdays and Wednesdays.

PROJECT ACQUAINTANCE: The Minority Student Service Coalition will sponsor Project Acquaintance at 9 am in the J.C. Penney Auditorium and again at 1 pm in rooms 75 and 229, J.C. Penney Building.

BALLOON SALE: Delta Zeta will sponsor a balloon sale from 9:30 until 1:30 in the snack bar. The balloons will sell for $.25 each.

CARNIVAL SALE: Alpha Xi Delta will be selling carnival from 10 am until 2 pm in the snack bar and the U. Center lobby; The carnivals will sell for $5.00 each.

MEETING: The Bible Study Group will hold a meeting at 11:40 am in room 156, University Center.

MEETING: The Students International Meditation Society will hold a meeting at 11:40 am in room 272, University Center.

MEETING: The Feminist Alliance will hold a meeting at 3 pm in room 72, J.C. Penney Building.

Friday

BALLOON SALE: Delta Zeta will sponsor a balloon sale from 9:30 until 1:30 pm in the snack bar. The balloons will sell for $.25 each.

CARNIVAL SALE: Alpha Xi Delta will be selling carnival from 10 am until 2 pm in the snack bar and the U. Center lobby. The carnivals will sell for $5.00 each.

PROGRAM: A touring multimedia presentation of the Campus Crusade for Christ will present, "I Should Die" in the J.C. Penney Auditorium at 10:40, 11:40, 12:40 and again at 1:40. The presentation is free and open to the public.

LECTURE: The University Programming Board will present Donald Bogle, author of "Toms, Coons, Mulattos, Mammies, and Bucks," speaking on "The Image of Blacks in the Movies" at 11:45 am in room 210 Lucas Hall.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: UMSL vs. Michigan State University at 7 pm in Michigan State.

BASKETBALL: Epsilon Beta Gamma Sodality vs. KATZ Radio Disc Jockeys at 6 pm in the Multi-Purpose Building.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: UMSL vs. University of Illinois Chicago Circle at 8 pm at UMSL.

FILM: "The Taking of Pelham 1, 2, 3" will be shown at 8 pm in room 101, Stadler Hall. Admission is $0.50 with an UMSL ID.

KWMU RADIO: The Midnight till Morning show will begin with Frank Noto at 11 pm. Larry Hearn will continue the program from 3 until 7 am.

Saturday

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: UMSL vs. Michigan State University at 1 pm at Michigan State.

BASKETBALL: Epsilon Beta Gamma Sodality vs. KATZ Radio Disc Jockeys at 6 pm in the Multi-Purpose Building.

MEN'S BASKETBALL: UMSL vs. University of Illinois Chicago Circle at 8 pm at UMSL.

FILM: "The Taking of Pelham 1, 2, 3" will be shown at 8 pm in room 101, Stadler Hall. Admission is $0.50 with an UMSL ID.

KWMU RADIO: The Midnight till Morning show will begin with Frank Noto at 11 pm. Larry Hearn will continue the show from 4 until 7 am.

Monday

Tuesday

MEETING: The Campus Crusade for Christ will hold a meeting in room 200, University Center at 7:30 am.

FILM: The English Cinema Lab will present "Bonnie and Clyde" at 8:15 am, 12:15 and 2:30 pm in room 200, Lucas hall.

PROJECT ACQUAINTANCE: The Minority Student Service Coalition will sponsor Project Acquaintance at 9 am in the J.C. Penney Auditorium and again at 1 pm in rooms 126 and 222 J.C. Penney Building.

MEETING: The students International Meditation Society will hold a meeting in room 272, University Center at 10:40 am.

MEETING: The Non-Sectional Bible Club will hold a meeting at noon in room 155, University Center.

LECTURE: An introductory lecture on the Transcendental Meditation technique will be held at 1:30 pm in room 272, University Center.

FILM: "The Bandwagons" will be shown at 8:15 pm in the J.C. Penney Auditorium.

Wednesday

MEETING: The Christian Science Organization will hold a meeting in room 272, University Center at 1:30 and 7:30 pm.

EAT 'N CHAT: Hillel will sponsor an eat 'n chat session at 11:30 am in rooms 101, University Center.

MEETING: The Bible Study Group will hold a meeting in room 156, University Center at 1:40 am.

LECTURE: An introductory lecture on the Transcendental Meditation technique will be held in room 272, University Center at 3 pm.

WRESTLING: UMSL will participate in the St. Louis Area College Athletic Association League matches.

Thursday

MEETING: The Students International Meditation Society will hold a meeting at 11:40 am in room 272 U. Center.

LECTURE: An introductory lecture on Transcendental Meditation will begin at 11:40 am in room 272 U. Center.

PROJECT ACQUAINTANCE: The Minority Student Service Coalition will sponsor Project Acquaintance at 9 am in the J.C. Penney Auditorium and again at 1 pm in rooms 75 and 229, J.C. Penney Building.
They married and moved to England. Plath apparently had a good time there. While the work was 'unusual,' the three performers employed a technique as unusual as it was disarming.

Two of the actresses knelt facing each other. The third perched herself on a box between them. As the two reclined in unison, the third swayed in time to the verse, or at least tried to. Whether the voices in unison distracted us from the words more than the movement is hard to say. The third felt threatened by the "island of crises" in which she has given birth.

Plath herself had two children and one miscarriage, so one gets the feeling that here (as in the first act) each player is portraying some different aspect of the poet. In summary, "Sylvia Plath" was as demanding as the poet herself. It makes Plath's madness seem a more plausible response than anything less than sanity could ever be.
Dave Breswell

A long dry spell ended last week for the Rivermen as they defeated both Southern Illinois University Edwardsville and Indiana Evansville. It had been quite some time since the Rivermen had won all of their games they played in a given week.

UMSL topped the Cougars 80-68 in a home game Wed. Feb. 4. They travelled to Evansville, Indiana for their 94-84 victory over Indiana State.

It was like old times, just as in the beginning of the season with the Rivermen winning a series of games in a row and having Bobby Bone pop in basket after basket.

In the SIUE game Bone chipped in with 22 points, highest point total for any of the Rivermen. Hubert Hoosman came through with 18 points while both Grayling Tobias and Jim Goessling had 12 apiece. One change in the starting lineup for UMSL was Hoosman instead of Green. The reason for the change according to coach Chuck Smith was, "We're trying to get more speed, more points and be more aggressive."

The Rivermen dominated from the opening tip as Hoosman and Goessling controlled the boards for SIUE.

The Rivermen led by only three points at the half, 31-28. In the second half they increased their margin with the final score standing at 80-68, in favor of the Rivermen.

On Saturday UMSL, trying for their eleventh victory of the season, went up against Indiana State-Evansville.

Despite the fact that they hadn't enjoyed much success on the road and that SIUE had only lost one game on their home court, the Rivermen defeated Indiana State, 94-88.

The game had its share of excitement when Rolandas Nash and an Indian State player were ejected from the game. A fight broke out with a little over eight minutes to play between Nash and an Indiana State player.

"That guy was hanging all over Nash throughout the game," said Smith. "He went up to about and the guy was all over his arm, but not foul was called. By then Nash was getting a little mad and a minor scuffle took place."

Even though he missed over eight minutes of the game because of the ejection Nash still wound up with 21 points for the night. Bone took all scoring honors with 37 points, his second highest scoring total of the year. Previously, in the first game of the season he scored 38.

Spring Break in Florida
March 20-28
Total Cost $119.00 per person includes:
- Round Trip Air-Conditioned Bus Transportation
- 7 nights at Daytona Beach at American Beach Lodge on the Ocean.
- Optional One Day Trip to Disney World
- One Night in Atlanta (March 27) to visit Underground Atlanta
$35.00 deposit to hold reservation. Full payment due by February 20, 1976. For more information contact Travel Unlimited, 241-2388.
Space is limited and reservations accepted on a first come first served basis.

Registration forms at Information Desk Sponsored by Pi Kappa Alpha

The Stimula Condom.
Delicately ribbed to help a woman let go.

Now you can reach a level of sexual pleasure that only months ago was unheard of. A condom delicately ribbed to give a woman gentle, enjoyable sensations. Yet, with a Rim Ribbed thinness that let in man feel almost like her wearing nothing at all.

Made with a new "smooth" latex that transmits body heat instantaneously, Stimula is especially sensitive. It's anatomically shaped to cling to the body. And, it's made of a medical grade silicone lubricant with natural secretions so Stimula's scientifically patterned surface transmits pleasure to you.

Made by the world's largest manufacturer of condoms, a million have already sold in Sweden and France. Orders are shipped in discreet packages, Stellar for your sample needs.

The Program of the Year isn't on TV. It's in the Air Force ROTC.

Look into the Air Force ROTC. And there are 4-year, 3-year, or 2-year programs to choose from. Whichever you select, you'll leave college with a commission as an Air Force officer. With opportunities for a position with responsibility...challenge...and, of course, financial rewards and security.

The courses themselves prepare you for leadership positions ahead. Positions as a member of an aircraft...or as a missile launch officer...positions using mathematics...science...engineering.

Look out for yourself. Look into the Air Force ROTC programs on campus.